
Chinnar Balt� Tandoor� Men�
United Kingdom, Dudley

+441384413380 - http://www.chinnarbalti.co.uk

A comprehensive menu of Chinnar Balti Tandoori from Dudley covering all 17 courses and drinks can be
found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What Lucy Lucky likes about Chinnar Balti Tandoori:
Great food Good portions and great prices Service: Dine in Meal type: Dinner Price per person: £1–10 Food: 5

Service: 5 Atmosphere: 5 Parking space: Plenty of parking read more. The premises in the restaurant are
wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the

weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What I2936QPchriss doesn't like about Chinnar Balti
Tandoori:

Ordered a takeaway. Chicken tikka masalla and got a red sloppy soup which was tasteless and chicken that
wasn't chicken tikka. Red bits in the soup. Nasty. Chicken tikka Balti, which was an onion gravy with chicken that

wasnt chicken tikka. Naan breads not very good and dry. Only ordered as the reviews were good but my food
was not good. read more. A selection of delicious seafood dishes is dished out by the Chinnar Balti Tandoori from
Dudley, Dishes are also prepared here, tastily and freshly with typical Indian spices. The Asian fusion cuisine is
likewise an important part of Chinnar Balti Tandoori. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known menus

too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of
ingredients enjoy, the menu also includes fine vegetarian menus.
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Desser�
PUTO

Grillsp�ialitäte� vo�
Tandoor
LAMB TIKKA

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

Specialtie�
POPARA

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

India�
NAAN

CHICKEN DARTS
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TROPICAL
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Opening Hours:
Monday 17:00-23:15
Tuesday 17:00-23:15
Wednesday 17:00-23:15
Thursday 17:00-23:45
Friday 17:00-23:45
Saturday 17:00-23:45
Sunday 17:00-23:15
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